
Filer Pre-process
Filer prepares
documents in
electronic format

Enduser Credentialing
Filer provides credentials
to system

Data Input
Filer loads
documents into
system

Review / Authorize
Filer digitally reviews
data and authorizes or
requests someone to
authorize submission

Packaging
EFP packages
information into
envelope, digitally
locks envelope

Transmission
EFP transmits
envelope to court

Electronic Filing Program "EFP"

Process Name : Filer assembles and transmits submissions to Court

Filer's computer



Envelope Validation
EFM checks to see if
the envelope is valid
and proper information
is included

Source Credentialing
EFM checks to see if
the EFP source is an
approved source  to
submit filings

Received Statut
EFM responds to EFP
that the submission
was received at the
Court

EFM Processing
EFM follows a
defined workflow

Accepted Status
EFM respondes to EFP
that the submission was
accepted at Court

Electronic Filing Manager "EFM"

Receipt Generated
EFM generates
document containing
court receipt

EFM Processing
EFM follows a
defined workflow

Packaging
EFM packages
information into
envelope, digitally
locks envelope

Transmission
EFM transmits
envelope to EFP

Process Name : EFM receives and processes submission



Envelope Validation
EFP checks to see if
the Receipt envelope
is valid and proper
information is included

Source Credentialing
EFP checks to see if the
EFM source is an
approved source  to
receive responses

EFP Processing
EFP follows a
defined workflow
or updates account

Process Name : EFP receives and processes Responses

Electronic Filing Program "EFP"



Process:    Filer assembles and transmits submissions to Court

Step Step Name Step Description Data
Exchanged

Primary
Actor

Primary
System

Secondary
Actor(s)

Secondary
System(s)

Functional
Requirement
Addressed

Utilized XML
Specification

1 Filer Pre-process Filer creates coversheet, lead document
and other documents in word processor,
scans evidence into electronic format

Filer Filer’s
workstation

Court must
define document
formats
acceptable

Coversheet, lead
document, and other
documents could be
in XML format

2 End-User
Credentialing

Filer accesses EFP process and
supplies information to authenticate
themselves

Username /
password

Filer EFP State should to
all court
minimum levels
of authentication,
to verify user

3 Data Input Filer identifies what court the
submission will go to, any additional
information the court needs, and the
documents prepared in the pre-process
step

All data and
documents
are loaded to
the EFP

Filer EFP Filer’s
workstation

Coversheet, lead
document, and other
documents could be
in XML format

4 Review / Authorize Filer can review the data that is loaded
to the courts.  Filer can also request
others to review and authorize
submission data

All data and
documents
that are
loaded to EFP
can be
checked in
addition,
digital
signatures can
be applied

Filer EFP Additional
Authorized
Filers

Filer’s
workstation

Coversheet, lead
document, all
automation data, and
other documents
could be in XML
format

5 Packaging The EFP software interprets the data
and documents and populates the
LegalXML envelope.  This includes
encoding the documents, recording who
logged in and approved, adding the
digital signatures, and then digitally
locks the envelope for evidence
protection and document integrity.

EFP
System

Document
integrity,
signatures, event
trail protection

LegalXML envelope
and other XML data if
court desires

6 Transmission The EFP software looks up the EFM
URL address and transmits the
submission using HTTPS

LegalXML
envelope

EFP EFM LegalXML envelope



Glossary of Terms

Term Definition
EFP Electronic Filing Program, this is software that is used to allow

the filer to log in, prepare the submission, and transmit the
submission to the EFM.  This software can be used by an EFSP.

EFPS Electronic Filing Service Provider, this is an organization that
provides a service to Filers, using their supplied EFP software.

EFM Electronic Filing Manager, this is software that receives
submissions from an EFP source, verifies all aspects of the
envelope, authenticates the source that sent the submission, and
moves the information to a process that does something with the
submission.



Process: Filer Assembles and Transmits Filing to Court

Step Step Name Step Description Data
Exchanged

Primary
Actor

Primary System Secondary
Actor(s)

Secondary
System(s)

Functional
Requirement
Addressed

Utilized XML
Specification

1 Credentialing Filer provides filing credentials to the
system

Filer’s userid and
password

Filer FilingAssembly

2 Provide Filing
Information

Filer provides filing data and documents to
the system. System allows filers to specify
filing data through a combination of direct
data entry and a case query system.

Filing data and
document

Filer FilingAssembly Court
Adaptor

CourtFiling 1.1 -
Filing
Query Response

3 Filing Verification Filer verifies that the system has correctly
received the filing data and documents
and indicates that they are ready to be
transmitted to the court. The system
converts the filer’s documents into a PDF
format. The filer is able to review the
converted documents and filing data entry
before transmitting them to the court.

Filing data and
document

Filer FilingAssembly

4 Transmission The system transmits filing data and
documents to the court.

4a Data Validation The system validates the filing data and
documents with respect to the court’s
technical standards. Most of the filing data
validation occurs “field by field” as the filer
provides the data to the system. The
system maintains a local copy of the
court’s filing policies updated manually or
through integration with court systems.

Filing data and
document

System FilingAssembly

4b Transmission
Queuing

The system places the filing data and
documents into a “received” queue of
filings for the court to process. The
FilingAssembly and FilingReview systems
interact directly and do not use LegalXML
protocols. When interacting with an
external FilingReview system, the system
interacts with an “integration system” that
is able to implement whatever protocol is
necessary, including LegalXML.

Filing data and
document

System FilingAssembly Review Clerk FilingRevie
w

CourtFiling 1.1 -
Filing

5 Receipt
Confirmation

The system notifies the filer that the filing
has been received by the court. Filers are
notified of the time at which the filing was
received by the court. At this point, the filer
is assured that the court has received the
filing and will act upon it.

Court timestamp System FilingAssembly CourtFiling 1.1 -
Confirmation



Glossary of Terms

Term Definition
Filer The user who composes the data and documents comprising a

filing transaction to be processed by the court.
Review Clerk The user who reviews a filing transaction and determines if it is

to be accepted or rejected.
FilingAssembly Assists the Filer with assembling and transmitting filing

transactions with the Court(s).  Also may assist Filer with review
of Court records.

FilingReview Assists the Court with receiving, reviewing, accepting, docketing,
or rejecting electronic filings.  Also may assist Court with review
of Court records.

CourtAdaptor A system that provides a standard interface for remotely
interacting with the court’s case record.



Process:    EFP receives and processes responses

Step Step Name Step Description Data
Exchanged

Primary
Actor

Primary
System

Secondary
Actor(s)

Secondary
System(s)

Functional
Requirement
Addressed

Utilized XML
Specification

1 Envelope
Validation

The EFP software parses the LegalXML
envelope to determine that the
envelope meets the appropriate
structure

EFP All submissions
must conform to
the envelope
defined by the
court

LegalXML

2 Source
Credentialing

The EFP must determine that the
source that sent the response is who
they claim to be (using SSL) and that
the source is authorized to send a
response.

LegalXML
envelope

EFP Responses can
only be sent by
authorized
sources

LegalXML envelope

3 EFP Processing The EFP will process certain aspects of
the response.  This will include,
checking digital signatures, checking for
viruses, updating Filers accounts.

All data and
documents
that are
embedded
into the
response and
lead
documents
generated and
sent by the
EFM

EFP DMS, CMS,
Document
translators

Two-way
automation



Glossary of Terms

Term Definition
EFP Electronic Filing Program, this is software that is used to allow

the filer to log in, prepare the submission, and transmit the
submission to the EFM.  This software can be used by an EFSP.

EFPS Electronic Filing Service Provider, this is an organization that
provides a service to Filers, using their supplied EFP software.

EFM Electronic Filing Manager, this is software that receives
submissions from an EFP source, verifies all aspects of the
envelope, authenticates the source that sent the submission, and
moves the information to a process that does something with the
submission.



Process: Filer Assembles and Transmits Filing to Court

Step Step Name Step Description Data
Exchanged

Primary
Actor

Primary System Secondary
Actor(s)

Secondary
System(s)

Functional
Requirement
Addressed

Utilized XML
Specification

1 Credentialing Filer provides filing credentials to the
system

Filer’s userid and
password

Filer FilingAssembly

2 Provide Filing
Information

Filer provides filing data and documents to
the system. System allows filers to specify
filing data through a combination of direct
data entry and a case query system.

Filing data and
document

Filer FilingAssembly Court
Adaptor

CourtFiling 1.1 -
Filing
Query Response

3 Filing Verification Filer verifies that the system has correctly
received the filing data and documents
and indicates that they are ready to be
transmitted to the court. The system
converts the filer’s documents into a PDF
format. The filer is able to review the
converted documents and filing data entry
before transmitting them to the court.

Filing data and
document

Filer FilingAssembly

4 Transmission The system transmits filing data and
documents to the court.

4a Data Validation The system validates the filing data and
documents with respect to the court’s
technical standards. Most of the filing data
validation occurs “field by field” as the filer
provides the data to the system. The
system maintains a local copy of the
court’s filing policies updated manually or
through integration with court systems.

Filing data and
document

System FilingAssembly

4b Transmission
Queuing

The system places the filing data and
documents into a “received” queue of
filings for the court to process. The
FilingAssembly and FilingReview systems
interact directly and do not use LegalXML
protocols. When interacting with an
external FilingReview system, the system
interacts with an “integration system” that
is able to implement whatever protocol is
necessary, including LegalXML.

Filing data and
document

System FilingAssembly Review Clerk FilingRevie
w

CourtFiling 1.1 -
Filing

5 Receipt
Confirmation

The system notifies the filer that the filing
has been received by the court. Filers are
notified of the time at which the filing was
received by the court. At this point, the filer
is assured that the court has received the
filing and will act upon it.

Court timestamp System FilingAssembly CourtFiling 1.1 -
Confirmation



Glossary of Terms

Term Definition
Filer The user who composes the data and documents comprising a

filing transaction to be processed by the court.
Review Clerk The user who reviews a filing transaction and determines if it is

to be accepted or rejected.
FilingAssembly Assists the Filer with assembling and transmitting filing

transactions with the Court(s).  Also may assist Filer with review
of Court records.

FilingReview Assists the Court with receiving, reviewing, accepting, docketing,
or rejecting electronic filings.  Also may assist Court with review
of Court records.

CourtAdaptor A system that provides a standard interface for remotely
interacting with the court’s case record.



Process:    EFM receives and processes responses
Step Step Name Step Description Data

Exchanged
Primary
Actor

Primary
System

Secondary
Actor(s)

Secondary
System(s)

Functional
Requirement
Addressed

Utilized XML
Specification

1 Envelope
Validation

The EFP software parses the LegalXML
envelope to determine that the
envelope meets the appropriate
structure.  A unique ID is given to each
submission received whether it is valid
or not.  This step may include virus
checking.

EFM All submissions
must conform to
the envelope
defined by the
court

LegalXML CourtFiling
1.1 Filing, Query
Response

2 Source
Credentialing

The EFP must determine that the
source that sent the response is who
they claim to be (using SSL) and that
the source is authorized to send a
response.

LegalXML
envelope

EFM Database of
authorized
sources

Responses can
only be sent by
authorized
sources

LegalXML envelope

3 Received Status The EFM generates a response
document that identifies that the court
acknowledges having received the
submission.  This means the
submission passed validation and
source credentialing.  This step includes
the time stamp the court will use for
docket information. This step is followed
by a packaging and transmission step.

Response
document

EFM Document
generator

LegalXML Response
Document

4 Accepted Status The EFM generates a response
document that identifies that the data in
the submission was adequate and can
be processed.  This step is followed by
a packaging and transmission step.

EFM Document
generator

LegalXML Response
Document

5 Receipt Generated The EFM generates a lead document
that includes all the data generated by
the processing of the document at the
courts.  The court digitally signs the lead
document.  This provides a trail of
evidence for the Filer of the event. This
step is followed by a packaging and
transmission step.

EFM Document
generator

LegalXML Court
Document as Lead
Document

6 EFM Processing The EFM will process all aspects of the
envelope.  This will include, checking
digital signatures, checking for viruses,
updating secondary systems.

All data and
documents
that are
embedded
into the
response and
lead
documents
generated and
sent by the
EFM

EFM DMS, CMS,
Document
translators

Two-way
automation

7 Packaging The EFM software interprets the data
and documents and populates the
LegalXML envelope.  This includes
encoding the documents, recording who
logged in and approved, adding the
digital signatures, and then digitally
locks the envelope for evidence
protection and document integrity.

EFM Document
integrity,
signatures, event
trail protection

LegalXML envelope
and other XML data if
court desires

8 Transmission The EFM software looks up the EFM
URL address and transmits the

LegalXML
envelope

EFM EFM LegalXML envelope



Glossary of Terms

Term Definition
EFP Electronic Filing Program, this is software that is used to allow

the filer to log in, prepare the submission, and transmit the
submission to the EFM.  This software can be used by an EFSP.

EFPS Electronic Filing Service Provider, this is an organization that
provides a service to Filers, using their supplied EFP software.

EFM Electronic Filing Manager, this is software that receives
submissions from an EFP source, verifies all aspects of the
envelope, authenticates the source that sent the submission, and
moves the information to a process that does something with the
submission.



Process: Filer Assembles and Transmits Filing to Court

Step Step Name Step Description Data
Exchanged

Primary
Actor

Primary System Secondary
Actor(s)

Secondary
System(s)

Functional
Requirement
Addressed

Utilized XML
Specification

1 Credentialing Filer provides filing credentials to the
system

Filer’s userid and
password

Filer FilingAssembly

2 Provide Filing
Information

Filer provides filing data and documents to
the system. System allows filers to specify
filing data through a combination of direct
data entry and a case query system.

Filing data and
document

Filer FilingAssembly Court
Adaptor

CourtFiling 1.1 -
Filing
Query Response

3 Filing Verification Filer verifies that the system has correctly
received the filing data and documents
and indicates that they are ready to be
transmitted to the court. The system
converts the filer’s documents into a PDF
format. The filer is able to review the
converted documents and filing data entry
before transmitting them to the court.

Filing data and
document

Filer FilingAssembly

4 Transmission The system transmits filing data and
documents to the court.

4a Data Validation The system validates the filing data and
documents with respect to the court’s
technical standards. Most of the filing data
validation occurs “field by field” as the filer
provides the data to the system. The
system maintains a local copy of the
court’s filing policies updated manually or
through integration with court systems.

Filing data and
document

System FilingAssembly

4b Transmission
Queuing

The system places the filing data and
documents into a “received” queue of
filings for the court to process. The
FilingAssembly and FilingReview systems
interact directly and do not use LegalXML
protocols. When interacting with an
external FilingReview system, the system
interacts with an “integration system” that
is able to implement whatever protocol is
necessary, including LegalXML.

Filing data and
document

System FilingAssembly Review Clerk FilingRevie
w

CourtFiling 1.1 -
Filing

5 Receipt
Confirmation

The system notifies the filer that the filing
has been received by the court. Filers are
notified of the time at which the filing was
received by the court. At this point, the filer
is assured that the court has received the
filing and will act upon it.

Court timestamp System FilingAssembly CourtFiling 1.1 -
Confirmation



Glossary of Terms

Term Definition
Filer The user who composes the data and documents comprising a

filing transaction to be processed by the court.
Review Clerk The user who reviews a filing transaction and determines if it is

to be accepted or rejected.
FilingAssembly Assists the Filer with assembling and transmitting filing

transactions with the Court(s).  Also may assist Filer with review
of Court records.

FilingReview Assists the Court with receiving, reviewing, accepting, docketing,
or rejecting electronic filings.  Also may assist Court with review
of Court records.

CourtAdaptor A system that provides a standard interface for remotely
interacting with the court’s case record.


